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E´variste Galois formulated his famous theory in 1831 in the firs part of his Me´moire sur les con-
ditions de re´solubilite´ des e´quations par radicaux. It is titled Principes. Even though the theory is
completely understood today, it is hard to follow Galois’s original. The style is brief, almost aphoristic
and the approach quite different from today’s. The aim of this paper is to make Galois’s Principes
readable for contemporary mathematicians (Sections 1 and 2) and to give a survey of Galois’s Appli-
cations concerning equations of prime degree, primitive equations, and the modular equation in the
theory of elliptic functions (Section 3). Remarks show the relationship to the work of Lagrange and
Gauss. C© 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
E´variste Galois formulierte seine beru¨hmte Theorie 1831 im ersten Teil seines Me´moire sur les
conditions de re´solubilite´ des e´quations par radicaux. Er tra¨gt den Titel Principes. Auch wenn die
Theorie heute vollkommen verstanden ist, ist es bisweilen schwer, Galois’ urspru¨nglichen, a¨ußerst
knappen Formulierungen zu folgen. Ziel des Artikels ist es, Galois’Principes fu¨r heutigeMathematiker
lesbar zu machen (Abschnitte 1 und 2) und einen U¨berblick u¨ber Galois’ Applications zu geben,
betreffend Gleichungen von Primzahlgrad, primitive Gleichungen und die Modulargleichungen aus
der Theorie der elliptischen Funktionen (Abschnitt 3). Bemerkungen verweisen jeweils auf die nahe
Beziehung zum Werk von Lagrange und Gauss. C© 2002 Elsevier Science (USA)
MSC subject classification 12E10.
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INTRODUCTION
On January 17, 1831, E´variste Galois (1811–1832) presented his Me´moire sur les condi-
tions de re´solubilite´ des e´quations par radicaux to the French Academy of Science in Paris.
In less than 12 pages in the firs part of the me´moire, entitled Principes, in a short, almost
aphoristic style, Galois described his ideas to the then radical new theory that bears his name
today. The second part is entitled Application aux e´quations irre´ductibles de degre´ premier.
After reviewing themanuscript, S.D. Poisson (1781–1840) andS. F.Lacroix (1765–1843)
wrote in their report: “Quoi qu’il en soit, nous avons fait tous nos efforts pour comprendre la
de´monstration de M. Galois. Les raisonnements ne sont ni assez clairs ni assez de´veloppe´s
pour que nous ayons pu juger de leur exactidude. . .” (We have done everything to understand
the proofs of M. Galois. His reasoning is neither clear nor developed enough to judge its
exactness.). The me´moire was rejected.
Galois had already submitted his me´moire before, in 1829 and 1830, and learned of the
recent rejection at the end of 1831. Just months later, on May 31, 1832, Galois died as a
result of a mysterious duel.
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In the decades to come many famous mathematicians worked on Galois’s premier
me´moire (first memoir), including J. Liouville and C. Jordan. Today his ideas are of course
completely understood. But even with the modern theory in mind, it is still diff cult to
comprehend Galois’s original formulations since he developed and used his own language
and terminology which are quite different from today’s.
The aim of this paper is to make Galois’s Principes readable for contemporary mathe-
maticians and to give a survey of his Applications concerning equations of prime degree,
primitive equations, and the modular equation in the theory of elliptic functions. To create a
clear picture of what Galois knew and how he argued, notes and records, rarely considered
before, have been taken into account.
In Section 1 Galois’s group theoretic language is explained, in preparation for Section 2,
where thePrincipes are discussed. Remarks indicate the historical background and the close
relationship of Galois’s work and the work of L. Lagrange (1736–1813) and C. F. Gauss
(1777–1855). The overview of the Applications in the concluding Section 3 uses modern
terminology exclusively.
1. LA THE´ORIE DES PERMUTATIONS
At the end of Analyse d’un Me´moire. . .1 Galois remarks how he came to his results:
Toutes ces propositions ont e´te´ de´duites de la the´orie des permutations. [Galois 1962, 165]
(All these propositions are deduced from the theory of permutations.)
Galois was the f rst to give the general def nition of a subgroup of the symmetric group
even if Lagrange in 1771 in his Re´flexions. . . [Lagrange 1869] and Cauchy in 1815 [Cauchy
1815ab] and others had considered special subgroups, such as the alternating or cyclic ones,
before (see [Kiernan 1971]). Galois’s records contain several notes on abstract group theory,
mostly statements without proofs, and even a draft of an unf nished me´moire (Recherches
de M. Galois sur la the´orie des permutations et des e´quations alge´briques [Galois 1962,
73–89]). Most of these results were not published in his lifetime.
The aim of this section is to explain Galois’s very pictorial group-theoretic language,
which is quite different from modern terminology. Its understanding is in preparation for
the next section. At the end we will give an idea of where this language may have come
from.
As customary in the early 19th century, Galois distinguishes between permutations and
substitutions of a given set of “lettres” (letters). Even if, unfortunately, substitutions are
nothing but permutations today,whereas permutations in the old sense are not used anymore,
we will stick to the old notation:
DEFINITION 1. Let a, b, c, . . . , d be m letters.
(1) An arrangement of the letters is called a permutation. The set of all permutations
will be denoted byPm .
(2) A substitution is a bijective map between the letters (i.e., a permutation in the modern
sense). The set of substitutions will be denoted bySm .
1 See the list at the beginning of Section 3.
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The integer m is f xed throughout this section and a group means a subgroup of Sm .
Applying a substitution S to a permutation α gives the permutation β = Sα.2 In the well-
known notation that traces back to Cauchy [Cauchy 1815a, 10]:
S =
(
α
Sα
)
or S =
(
α
β
)
. (1)
Note that Sα = α for a permutation α implies S is the identity.
In the introduction to his f rst me´moire, Galois remarks that the sets of substitutions he
considers have a certain property:
. . . si dans un pareil groupe on a les substitutions S et T, on est suˆr d’avoir la substitution ST. [Galois
1962, 47]
(If one has in such a group the substitutions S and T, then one is sure to have the substitution ST.)
This remark suggests that Galois uses the term “groupe” (group) in the modern sense, but
this is not the case. For Galois, a group is a certain set of permutations (permutation as in
Def nition 1) which, in our days, is called a table. For example,
a b c d
b a d c
c d a b
d c b a
is a table of the so called Kleinian 4-group V4. In a remark to Proposition I of the f rst
me´moire, Galois describes how a table of a subgroup G ofSm is obtained:
. . . on peut se donner arbitrairement une premie`re permutation, pourvu que les autres permutations
s’en de´duisent toujours par les meˆmes substitutions de lettres. Le nouveau groupe ainsi forme´ jouira
e´videmment des meˆmes proprie´te´s que le premier. [Galois 1962, 55]
(One may take an arbitrary first permutation, if the others are deduced from the same substitutions of
letters. The newly obtained group will have the same properties as the first one.)
In other words, a table is nothing but an orbit of the action (S, α) → Sα of G onPm . The
group of a given table consists of all substitutions that interchange its permutations and two
tables of the same group are either equal or disjoint. The above table of V4 is the orbit of
the permutation a b c d. The orbit of a b d c gives another table of V4, disjoint from the one
above. In what follows, group tables will be written G(α), if α ∈Pm is specif ed, or  or
 for short.
In Proposition II of the f rst me´moire, partial tables occur, i.e., tables that are contained
in a larger one, that are related in a certain way:
. . . ces groupes jouiront de la proprie´te´ remarquable, que l’on passera de l’un a` l’autre en ope´rant toutes
les permutations du premier une meˆme substitution. [Galois 1962, 55]
(These groups have the remarkable property, that one can pass from one to another by applying the
same substitution to all permutations of the first one.)
In Des e´quations primitives . . . Galois calls tables with this “proprie´te´ remarquable” (re-
markable property) conjugated. To be precise: two partial tables  and ′ of a table 
2 Galois wrote αS instead of Sα.
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are called conjugated if there exists a substitution S in the group of , such that S = ′.
Conjugated tables correspond to conjugated groups. If H is the group of, then = H (α)
for an arbitrary permutation α ∈  and therefore S = SH S−1(β), where β = Sα ∈Pm .
Thus the group of ′ is SH S−1.
Note that if T is any substitution mapping a permutation of  to one of ′, then T  =
′(!). Therefore conjugated tables are either equal or disjoint.
Galois now observed that a partial table of a given table decomposes the larger one in
two characteristic manners. In his farewell letter to Chevalier he writes:
. . . quand un groupe G en contient un autre H le groupe G peut se partager en groupes que l’on obtient
chacun en ope´rant sur les permutations de H une meˆme substitution, en sorte
G = H + H S + H S′ + · · ·
et aussi il peut se de´composer a groupes qui ont tous les meˆmes substitutions en sorte que
G = H + T H + T ′ H + · · ·
Ces deux genres de de´compositions ne coincident pas ordinairement. Quand elles coincident, la
de´composition est dite propre.3 [Galois 1962, 175]
(If a group G contains a group H, the group G decomposes in groups obtained by applying the same
substitution to all the permutations of H, such that G = H + H S + H S′ + · · · and it decomposes in
groups which all have the same substitutions such that G = H + T H + T ′ H + · · ·. In general these
two decompositions do not coincide. If they coincide then the decomposition is called proper.)
A decomposition Z of a table  by a partial table  is of course a set of disjoint partial
tables of , such that  is the union of these tables and in particular  ∈ Z .
THEOREM 1. Let the table  of H be contained in the table  of G. There are two unique
decompositions of  by  in G : H (index of H in G) tables:
(1) The decomposition into conjugated tables consists of all tables conjugated to  in
. The respective groups are all groups contained in G conjugated to H.
(2) The decomposition into tables of H consists of all tables of H contained in the
table .
Both decompositions are equal if and only if H is a normal subgroup of G. In this case the
decomposition is called proper.4
Theorem 1 implies that the order of a subgroup divides the order of the group.
Proof. (1) Def ne Z = {S | S ∈ G}. Z is the set of all tables conjugated to  in .
Since conjugated tables are equal or disjoint, Z is a decomposition of . The group of
S ∈ Z is SH S−1 and conjugated to H in G. Conversely, if H ′ = T H T −1 for some T ∈ G,
then T  is a table of H ′ and contained in Z .
(2) H acts on  by mapping (S, β) → S(β). Def ne Z = {Hβ | β ∈ }. Then Z is the
set of all orbits of this action and the set of all tables of H contained in .
The two decompositions are equal if and only if H is the only group in G conjugated to
H , i.e., if and only if H is normal in G.
3 Galois does not describe the decomposition in right and left cosets. For an explanation of his notation see
[Radloff 1996].
4 Galois knew the modern def nition of a normal subgroup; see [Galois 1962, 131].
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EXAMPLES 1. Let m = 3 and G =S3.  =P3 is the only table of G. Let H be the
subgroup of G generated by the transposition (a, b). Then
a b c
b a c
a c b
b c a
c a b
c b a
is the decomposition of  into tables of H . The union of these three tables gives  =P3.
Let  be the table on the far left. The cycle S = (a, b, c) gives three pairwise disjoint
conjugated tables, , S, and S2,
a b c
b a c
b c a
c b a
c a b
a c b,
which is the decomposition into conjugated tables of  by . A different choice of  may
lead to a different decomposition. Since  is the only table both decompositions have in
common, it is not a proper decomposition. H is of course not normal in G.
2. Let  be the table of the alternating subgroup A4 ofS4 obtained as orbit of a b c d.
The decomposition of  by the above given table of V4 is proper:
a b c d,
b a d c,
c d a b,
d c b a,
a c d b,
c a b d,
d b a c,
b d c a,
a d b c
d a c b
b c a d
c b d a.
The group of each table is V4 and they are interchanged by the substitutions of A4. Galois
gives this example after Proposition V of the f rst me´moire to show thatS4 is solvable.
3. If Z is a proper decomposition, i.e., if H is normal in G, then G/H acts on Z by
(S, ′) → S′. ThereforeG/H can be identif edwith a subgroup ofS(Z ).Whether Galois
interpreted G/H in this way or not remains unclear.5 Some formulations in the proof of
Proposition V suggest that he did so at least in the case where H is a normal subgroup of
prime index.
In Galois’s various notes, many of the basic def nitions in group theory can be found, such
as the direct inner product, the normalizer [Galois 1962, 72], and notions such as “transitif”
(transitive) or “irre´ductible” (irreducible) and “primitif” (primitive). The following theorem,
important for the proof of Proposition VIII of the f rst me´moire, may be quoted:
THE´ORE`ME. Si le nombre des permutations d’un groupe est divisible par pn (p e´tant premier), le groupe
aura pour diviseur un groupe de pn permutations. [Galois 1962, 72]
(If the number of permutations of a group is divisible by pn (p a prime), then the group contains a group
of pn permutations.)
No notes of Galois’s indicating a proof of this theorem seem to have remained. Today it is
ascribed to L. Sylow.
5 At least similarly, Galois identif es a transitive imprimitive group G with a subgroup of S(I ) where I is a
decomposition into regions of imprimitivity; see Des e´quations primitives. . . [Galois 1962, 143].
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One can speculate in which context Galois discovered group tables. Perhaps it was while
reading Lagrange’s Re´flexions. . .. In this book, Lagrange shows that there is a general
principle behind the various known methods for solving the general equation of degree 2,
3, and 4, respectively. The attempt to generalize them to higher degrees, of course, fails. It
leads Lagrange to the consideration of polynomials in several variables and the question of
their invariance under certain permutations.6 In this context, group tables are encountered
almost inevitably: think of the m letters a, b, c, . . . , d as variables over a f eld K . If ψ is
a polynomial in m variables and α is a permutation, then θ = ψ(α) ∈ K [a, b, c, . . . , d]
is def ned in the obvious way: arrange the variables a, b, c, . . . , d in ψ as α suggests. The
substitutions that leave θ invariant form a group G. If  is the table G(α) of G, then
θ = ψ(β) for each β ∈ . This might be expressed by writing
θ = ψ(),
a notation introduced by Galois [Galois 1962, 83, 97]. Applying a substitution S to θ gives
Sθ = ψ(S),meaning that Sθ is invariant under the group of substitutions of the conjugated
table S. With this terminology, Galois summarizes No. 97 of Lagrange’s Re´flexions. . . as
follows:
Si le groupe G des racines d’une e´quation se de´compose en n groupes semblables H , H S, H T, . . . , et
qu’une fonction ϕ(H ) soit invariable par toutes les substitutions de groupe H et ne le soit par aucune
autre substitution de groupe G, cette fonction est racine d’une e´quation irre´ductible du nieme degre´ dont
les autres racines sont ϕ(H S), ϕ(H T ), . . . . [Galois 1962, 85]
(If the group G of the roots of an equation decomposes into n similar groups H, H S, H T, . . . and if a
function ϕ(H ) is invariant under the substitutions of the group H but not invariant under any other of
the group G, then this function is a root of an irreducible equation of degree n whose other roots are
ϕ(H S), ϕ(H T ), . . . .)
In modern terms, the conjugates of some ϕ ∈ E over K are the roots of the minimal poly-
nomial of ϕ over K (using some notation from the next section).
2. PRINCIPES
At the end of the 18th century the question Is the general quintic solvable by radicals?
was still open. It had bothered mathematicians for centuries.
Although completing the square was known since ancient times and various ways of
solving the general equation of degree 3 and 4 had already been discovered during the
renaissance, none of these methods seemed to work in higher degrees. Among those who
made the most serious attempts to understand the problem were famous mathematicians
such as E. W. Tschirnhaus (1651–1708), L. Euler (1707–1783), A. T. Vandermonde (1735–
1796), E. Waring (1734–1798), and Lagrange.
In 1799 P. Ruff ni (1765–1822) claimed the answer to the question was “No.” In 1826
N. H. Abel (1802–1829) rigorously demonstrated that the general quintic is indeed not
solvable by radicals (Beweis der Unmo¨glichkeit. . . [Abel 1826, Radloff 1998]).
Even though this problem was f nally solved, a criterion to answer the question of solv-
ability for an arbitrary given equation was still out of sight. In the introduction to his
6 At the end, after voluminous calculations, Lagrange remarks: “. . . tout se re´duit, comme on voit, a` une espe`ce
de calcul combinaisons” (All this comes down, as one sees, to a combinatorial calculation).
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f rst me´moire Sur les conditions de re´solubilite´ des e´quations par radicaux [Galois 1962,
43–71] Galois writes he had a theory which provided such a criterion:7
On trouvera ici une condition ge´ne´rale a` laquelle satisfait toute e´quation soluble par radicaux, et qui
re´ciproquement assure leur re´solubilite´. On en fait l’application seulement aux e´quations dont le degre´
est un nombre premier. [Galois 1962, 43]
(One will find here a general condition which is satisfied by any equation solvable by radicals and
which, conversely, guaranties its solvability. Here we will apply this only to equations of prime degree.)
Galois entitled the f rst part of his me´moire Principes. It contains, within its four lemmas
and f ve propositions, what is called Galois theory today. The Principes will be explained
in detail in this section.
2.1. Lemmes
One mathematical work of most inf uence on Galois is Gauss’s Disquisitiones Arithmeti-
cae [Gauss 1801] from 1801. Section VII deals with the pth cyclotomic polynomial
X (x) = x
p − 1
x − 1 ∈ Q[x], p prime. (2)
Gauss shows that X is solvable by radicals of degree <p. The key to this result is the fact
that the splitting f eld of X over Q is generated by a single root.
Within the four lemmas, Galois shows that the situation is quite similar in the case
of an arbitrary polynomial, by proving the Primitive Element Theorem in the case of a
Galois extension in characteristic zero.8 His formulations and proofs are very brief with the
exception of Lemma III, the main theorem, since the techniques involved were standard
at the time (see for example Abel’s Me´moire sur une class particulie`re . . . , [Abel 1881,
478–514]). In modern terms Galois considers the following situation:
DEFINITION 2. In what follows, let K be a f eld of characteristic zero and f ∈ K [x] a
polynomial of degree m with roots a, b, c, . . . , d and splitting f eld E .
Galois calls the elements of K “rationnelles” (rational) or “connues” (known). Fields or
algebraic sets closed under addition, multiplication and division as they were described,
were commonly used at the time. The existence of a splitting f eld, a rather abstract question,
was usually taken for granted.9
Galois then explains how to “adjoindre a` l’e´quation” (adjoin to the equation): for any
numerical value or abstract quantity r, K (r ) consists of all algebraic expressions in K and r ,
using addition, multiplication, and division. If r is algebraic over K , then K (r )= K [r ]—an
identity Galois uses without comment (a proof can be found in Abel’s Me´moire sur une
class particulie`re . . . [Abel 1881, 478–514]).
At the end of the introduction, Galois emphasizes the importance of predetermining
which values are considered known when attempting to solve a given equation:
7 See Galois’s Note sur Abel [Galois 1962, 35], where he points out the difference between his and Abel’s work.
8 Galois was the f rst to consider extension f elds of Fp , but it is rather unlikely that he had them in mind when
he wrote this me´moire. The proof of Lemma II breaks down in the case of positive characteristic.
9 Gauss had proved the algebraic closedness ofC in his thesis in 1799, thereby proving the existence in the case
K ⊂C.
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On voit . . . que les proprie´te´s et les diff culte´s d’une e´quation peuvent eˆtre tout a` fait diffe´rentes suivant
les quantite´s qui lui sont adjointes. Par exemple, l’adjonction d’une quantite´ peut rendre re´ductible une
e´quation irre´ductible. [Galois 1962, 47]
(One sees that the properties and difficulties of an equation can be completely different depending on
the adjoined quantities. For example, an irreducible equation can become reducible.)
His example is the cyclotomic polynomial X which is irreducible overQ but reducible over
certain extension f elds def ned by Gauss in his Disqu. Arith. Consistently Galois def nes
the notion of irreducibility:
DE´FINITION. Une e´quation est dite re´ductible quand elle admet des diviseurs rationnelles; irre´ductible
dans le cas contraire.
(An equation is called reducible if it has some rational divisor; irreducible otherwise.)
Galois had recognized that the addition of new values to a given equation should be viewed
as a simple change of the base f eld. Now to the lemmas:
LEMME I. Une e´quation irre´ductible ne peut avoir aucune racine commune avec une e´quation rationnelle
sans la diviser.
(An irreducible equation cannot have a common root with a rational equation without dividing it.)
Galois’s proof is the remark that the greatest common divisor of two polynomials in K [x]
is again in K [x], which in fact shows:
LEMMA 1. Let g ∈ K [x] be irreducible and h ∈ K [x]. If g and h have a root in common,
then g | h.
Galois freely uses an important consequence of Lemma 1: if r and r ′ are two roots of the
irreducible polynomial g ∈ K [x] and ψ1, ψ2 ∈ K [x], then
ψ1(r ) = ψ2(r ) iff ψ1(r ′) = ψ2(r ′), (3)
since r is a root of ψ1 − ψ2 if and only if r ′ is. In other words: K (r ) and K (r ′) are K -
isomorphic. Another consequence of Lemma 1 is the unique factorization of a polynomial
into irreducible factors (up to constants).
The next three lemmas prove the Primitive Element Theorem. Galois now assumes that
f has no multiple roots. Since char K = 0, every irreducible factor of f is separable. It is
therefore enough to prove the claim in this case.
LEMME II. E´tant donne´e une e´quation quelconque, qui n’a pas de racines e´gales, dont les racines sont
a, b, c, . . . , on peut toujours former une fonction V des racines, telle qu’aucune des valeurs que l’on
obtient en permutant dans cette fonction les racines de toutes manie`res ne soient e´gales.
(Given an equation with pairwise distinct roots a, b, c, . . . , one can form a function V of the roots such
that none of the values obtained by permuting the roots in this function in all possible ways are equal).
Galois remarks that one may choose V = Aa + Bb + Cc + · · · , where A, B, C, . . . are
certain integers.
LEMMA 2. There exists some V in E which changes its numerical value under every
permutation of the roots of f (assuming that f has no multiple roots).
Proof. Let V = Aa + Bb + · · · + Dd (see Def nition 2) with variables A, B, . . . , D.
Permute the A, B, . . . , D in V and take all nonzero differences, for example (A − B)a +
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(C − D)c + · · · + (D − A)d. The product of these expressions is a polynomial of huge
degree in A, B, . . . , D. If Galois’s remark were wrong, then this polynomial would be zero
on Zm , i.e., the zero polynomial. Then one factor would be zero, which is impossible since
f has no multiple roots.
LEMME III. La fonction V e´tant choisie comme il est indique´ dans l’article pre´ce´dent, elle jouira de
cette proprie´te´ que toutes les racines de l’e´quation propose´e s’exprimeront rationnellement en fonction
de V .
(The function V chosen as in the last lemma has the property that all roots of the given equation can be
expressed as rational functions in V .)
In a note on the margin, Poisson criticizes Galois’s proof of this lemma without doubting
its correctness. Instead he remarks that the lemma follows from No. 100 of Lagrange’s
Re´flexions. . . which is in fact the case. Galois’s proof is correct but indeed not easy to
understand (Jordan f gured out the details [Jordan 1870, §325, Lemma III]).
LEMMA 3. V as in Lemma 2 is a primitive element of E/K .
Proof. Since V ∈ E it remains to show that every root a of f can bewritten as a = ψ(V )
for some ψ ∈ K [x]. For the proof, let f be normalized (i.e., leading coeff cient =1). Then
f (x)
x − a = x
m−1 + ψ2(a)xm−2 + · · · + ψm(a)∈ K [x, a]
with m − 1 polynomials ψµ(x) ∈ K [x] which are independent of the choice of a. The
ψµ(a) are nothing but the elementary symmetric polynomials in b, c, . . . , d. Let V =
ϕ(a, b, c, . . . , d) be as in Lemma 2. Consider the product
[V − ϕ(a, b, c, . . . , d)][V − ϕ(a, c, b, . . . , d)][V − ϕ(a, b, d, . . . , c)] . . . , (4)
where b, c, . . . , d are permuted and a remains f xed. The Symmetric Functions Theorem
states that this expression can be written as a polynomial in V, a, and ψ2(a), . . . , ψm(a)
with coeff cients in K . In other words, (4) is a polynomial in V and a. Replacing a by x
(not in V of course) yields a polynomial
F(V, x) ∈ K [V, x].
By the choice of V , a is a root of F(V, x) and f (x). It is the only one: since the ψµ(x) are
independent of the choice of a,
F(V, b) = [V − ϕ(b, a, c, . . . , d)][V − ϕ(b, c, a, . . . , d)][V − ϕ(b, d, a, . . . , d)] . . . (5)
for any other root b of f . (Here b remains f xed and a, c, . . . , d are permuted.) If F(V, b) =
0, then one factor in (5) equals zero; i.e.,
ϕ(a, . . .) = V = ϕ(b, . . .).
This contradicts the def nition of V . Hence a is the only root f (x) and F(V, x) have in
common. Then x − a is their greatest common divisor which implies x − a ∈ K (V )[x] or
a ∈ K (V ).
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LEMME IV. Suppusons que l’on ait forme´ l’e´quation en V et que l’on ait pris l’un de ses facteurs
irre´ductibles, en sorte que V soit racine d’une e´quation irre´ductible. Soient V, V ′, V ′′, . . . les racines
de cette e´quation irre´ductible. Si a = f (V ) est une des racines de la propose´e, f (V ′) de meˆme sera une
de la propose´e.
(Assume that one has formed the equation in V and taken one of its irreducible factors, such that V is a
root of an irreducible equation. Let V, V ′, V ′′, . . . be the roots of this irreducible equation. If a = f (V )
is a root of the given equation, then f (V ′) is one of the given as well.)
LEMMA 4. Let V ′ be any root of the minimal polynomial of V over K . If a = ϕµ(V) is
a root of f , then ϕµ(V ′) is also a root of f . Thus V ′ is a primitive element of E/K.
Galois’s proof of this lemma is complicated since the claim follows from (3) (and the
normality of E/K ). It will not be repeated here. (In fact Galois shows a bit more; see
[Radloff 1996].)
2.2. Propositions
In No. 360 of the Disquisitiones Arithmeticae, Gauss [1801] shows that every element
of the splitting f eld of X (see (2) in Section 2.1), whose numerical value is invariant
under certain cyclic permutations of the roots of X , is contained in Q using the Symmetric
Functions Theorem, which was proved by Waring in 1762. Galois generalizes this result to
arbitrary Galois extensions:
PROPOSITION I. THE´ORE`ME. Soit une e´quation donne´e, dont a, b, c, . . . sont les m racines. Il y aura
toujours un groupe de permutations des lettres a, b, c, . . . qui jouira de la proprie´te´ suivante:
1. que toute fonction des racines, invariables par les substitutions de ce groupe, soit rationnellement
connue;
2. re´ciproquement, que toute fonction des racines, de´terminable rationnellement, soit invariable par
ces substitutions.
(Let an equation with m roots a, b, c, . . . be given. There is a group of permutations of the letters
a, b, c, . . . having the property: 1. that any function of the roots that remains unchanged by the substitu-
tions is rationally known; 2. that conversely every function of the roots that can be determined rationally
remains invariant under the substitutions.)
At the beginning of the proof Galois def nes his “groupe de l’e´quation” (group of the
equation): let V again be a primitive element of E/K and V, V ′, . . . , V (n−1) be the roots
of the minimal polynomial M(x) ∈ K [x] of V over K . Choose ϕµ ∈ K [x] such that
ϕ1(V ), ϕ2(V ), . . . ,
ϕm(V ) are the m roots of f . This data remains f xed throughout this section. The table
 is by def nition
(V ) ϕ1(V ) ϕ2(V ) ϕ3(V ) · · · ϕm(V )
(V ′) ϕ1(V ′) ϕ2(V ′) ϕ3(V ′) · · · ϕm(V ′)
(V ′′) ϕ1(V ′′) ϕ2(V ′′) ϕ3(V ′′) · · · ϕm(V ′′)
· · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · ·(
V (n−1)
) | ϕ1(V (n−1)) ϕ2(V (n−1)) ϕ3(V (n−1)) · · · ϕm(V (n−1))
(6)
where a root in brackets, like (V ), (V ′), . . . , denotes the permutation of the roots of f in the
same line behind the vertical line. That each line is a permutation follows from Lemma 4
and (3).
The table  is of course a table of the Galois group G(E/K ) identif ed with the induced
subgroup ofSm . Galois proves neither that is a group table nor that in fact only depends
on the extension E/K and not on the choice of V . Both follow from (3).
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Let S be the substitution contained in the group of  that maps (V ) to (V ′) and let θ ∈ E .
Galois thought of Sθ in the following way: write θ as polynomial in the roots of f and
replace every root by its image under S. By (3) this is the same as writing θ = ψ(V ) for
some ψ ∈ K (x) and def ning Sθ = ψ(V ′). In a footnote to Proposition I Galois makes an
important remark and points out the difference between his and Lagrange’s def nition of
invariance given in No. 88 of the Re´flexions. . . :
Nous appelons ici invariable non seulement une fonction dont la forme est invariable par les substi-
tutions des racines entre elles, mais encore celle dont la valeur nume´rique ne varierait pas par ces
substitutions . . . .
(We call a function invariant not only if its form remains unchanged by the substitutions of the roots,
but also if its numerical value does not vary by the substitutions.)
Galois’s example is the polynomial f which changes its form, if one replaces a with b,
but not its numerical value, since f (a)= f (b)= 0. This def nition only makes sense if Sθ
is known to be independent of the choice of the representing polynomial ψ chosen above,
i.e., if S gives a well def ned map S : E → E . It is then clear that Galois thought of S as the
K -automorphism of E that maps θ = ψ(V ) to ψ(V ′).
In what follows, G(E/K ) will be identif ed with the induced subgroup ofSm and  will
denote the table (6) of G(E/K ).
PROPOSITION 1. The fixed field of the Galois group of E/K is K.
Proof. Any θ ∈ E may be written θ = ψ(V ) for some ψ ∈ K (x). The substitution S of
, that maps (V ) to (V ′), maps θ to ψ(V ′). Therefore:
1. If θ is invariant under the substitutions of the group of , then
ψ(V ) = ψ(V ′) = ψ(V ′′) = · · · = ψ(V (n−1)). (7)
Thus θ = 1
n
(ψ(V ) + · · · + ψ(V (n−1))). The Symmetric Functions Theorem gives that
θ ∈ E .
2. If θ = ψ(V ) ∈ K , then (3) implies (7). Therefore θ is invariant under the substitutions
of G(E/K ).
Galois gives two examples of Proposition I. In the second he again refers to Gauss’s
Disqu. Arith.:
1. Dans le cas des e´quations alge´briques, ce groupe n’est autre chose que l’ensemble des 1 · 2 · 3 · · · m
permutations possibles sur les m lettres, puisque dans ce cas, les fonctions syme´triques sont seules
de´terminables rationnellement.
2. Dans le cas de l’e´quation x
p−1
x−1 = 0, si l’on suppose a = r, b = r g, c = r g
2
, . . . , g e´tant une racine
primitive, le groupe de permutations sera simplement celui-ci:
a b c d . . . k
b c d . . . k a
c d . . . k a b
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
k a b c . . . i
dans ce cas particulier, le nombre des permutations est e´gal au degre´ de l’e´quation, et la meˆme chose
aurait lieu dans les e´quations dont toutes les racines seraient des fonctions rationnelles les unes des
autres.
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(1. In the case of the algebraic equation, the group is nothing but the set of all 1 · 2 · 3 · · · m permutations
of the m letters, because in this case the symmetric functions are the only ones rationally known. 2. In
the case of the equation x p−1
x−1 = 0, if one sets a = r, b = r g, c = r g
2
, . . . , g a primitive root, the group
is the following: [see table above]. In this special case, the number of permutations equals the degree of
the equation, and this will always be the case with those equations where all roots are rational functions
of each other.)
Galois’s last remark, whereupon #G(E/K ) = deg( f ) if every root of f is a primitive
element of E/K , only holds in the case where f is irreducible over K . (Galois makes
this assumption in older versions of Proposition I, [Galois 1962, 89].) Without assuming
irreducibility, one only has #G(E/K ) | deg( f ), because every irreducible factor of f has
degree #G(E/K ). It should be mentioned that Galois knew that f is irreducible over K if
and only if G(E/K ) is transitive [Galois 1962, 131].
The next two Propositions form the center of Galois’s Principes. In his farewell letter to
Chevalier he summarizes them as follows:
D’apre`s les propositions II et III du premier me´moire, on voit une grande diffe´rence entre adjoindre a`
une e´quation une des racines d’une e´quation auxiliaire, ou les adjoindre toutes.
Dans les deux cas le groupe de l’e´quation se partage par l’adjonction en groupes tels que l’on passe de
l’un a` l’autre par unemeˆme substitution.Mais la condition que ces groupes aient les meˆmes substitutions
n’a lieu certainement que dans le second cas.
(By proposition II and III of the first me´moire there is a great difference between adjoining one or
all roots of an auxiliary equation to an equation. In both cases adjoining decomposes the group of
the equation into groups such that one passes from one to another by the same substitution. But the
condition that these groups have the same substitutions will only hold in the second case.)
Galois describes how G(E(r )/K (r )) and G(E(r ′)/K (r ′)) are related for two different roots
r and r ′ of an irreducible polynomial in K [x].
A remark: let L be any extension f eld of K . Then E L is the splitting f eld of f over L
and E L/L is a Galois extension. Let again M(x) be the minimal polynomial of V over K .
If m(x) ∈ L[x] is any divisor of M(x) irreducible over L , then
 = {(V )|V is a root of m}
as in (6) is a table of G(E L/L) contained in . Since M(x) decomposes over E, m(x) is
def ned over E ∩ L and  is a table of G(E/E ∩ L). This proves the so-called Translation
Theorem, whereupon
G(E L/L)  G(E/E ∩ L). (8)
As subgroups ofSm both groups are identical. In what follows, G(E L/L) will be viewed
as a subgroup of G(E/K ).
PROPOSITION II. THE´ORE`ME. Si l’on adjoint a` une e´quation donne´e la racine r d’une e´quation auxiliaire
irre´ductible [et de degre´ premier]
1. il arrivera de deux choses l’une: ou bien le groupe de l’e´quation ne sera pas change´; ou bien il se
partagera en p groupes appartenant chacun a` l’e´quation propose´e respectivement quand on lui adjoint
chacune des racines de l’e´quation auxiliaire;
2. ces groupes jouiront de la proprie´te´ remarquable, que l’on passera de l’un a` l’autre en ope´rant
dans toutes les permutations du premier une meˆme substitution de lettres.
(If one adjoins the root r of an irreducible auxiliary equation [of prime degree] 1. one of two things
will happen: either the group remains unchanged or it decomposes into p groups belonging to the given
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equation, if one adjoins each root of the auxiliary equation respectively; 2. these groups will have the
remarkable property, that one passes from one to another by applying the same substitution to all
permutations of the first one).
The text in brackets refers to changes Galois added. They will be explained in the next
section.
PROPOSITION 2. Let g ∈ K [x] be an irreducible polynomial of prime degree p with roots
r1, . . . , rp. Then:
(1) either the table  of G(E/K ) is a table of G(E(rµ)/K (rµ)) for each µ, or  decom-
poses into p disjoint tables rµ of G(E(rµ)/K (rµ)), µ = 1, . . . , p,
(2) these tables rµ are pairwise conjugated.
Proposition 2 follows from the main theorem of Galois theory. Since g is irreducible, the
p groups G(E(rµ)/K (rµ)) form a complete system of pairwise conjugated subgroups of
G(E/K ) which is equivalent to 2. Since
G(E/K ) :G(E(rµ)/K (rµ))= E ∩ K (rµ) : K ,
the index G(E/K ) : G(E(rµ)/K (rµ)) divides p = K (rµ) : K . Therefore either G(E/K ) 
G(E(rµ)/K (rµ)) for each µ, or G(E(rµ)/K (rµ)) is a subgroup of G(E/K ) of index p for
each µ. This proves 1 and shows in addition that the index equals 1 if and only if rµ /∈ E ,
and p if and only if rµ ∈ E . Whether or not Galois saw that these are the two distinguished
cases in 1 remains open. Galois’s proof of Proposition II is as follows:
Proof. Let  be the table of G = G(E/K ) def ned in (6) and let V and M(x) be as
above.
1. Let m(x, r1), m(x, y) ∈ K [x, y], be the minimal polynomial of V over K (r1). Then
each m(x, rµ) is irreducible over K (rµ) and divides M(x) (apply (3) to the coeff cients of
m(x, r1)). Therefore each root of m(x, rµ) is a primitive element of E(rµ)/K (rµ) and
rµ = {(V ) | V a root of m(x, rµ)} (9)
is a table of Hµ = G(E(rµ)/K (rµ)) contained in . Now
Mk(x) = m(x, r1) · · · m(x, rp), (10)
for some k ∈N, since the right hand side is a polynomial in K [x] (by the Symmetric
Functions Theorem) and each root is a root of M(x).
Since deg(M) = #G and deg(m) = #Hµ, the degree of the equation (10) gives k · [G :
Hµ]= p. Therefore k = p or k = 1.10
In the case k = p, M(x) = m(x, rµ) or equivalently  = µ for each µ. In the case
k = 1, the factorization (10) of M(x) shows that  decomposes into the p pairwise disjoint
tables r1 , . . . , rp . The f rst part of the theorem is proved.
10 Formula (10) is contained in Galois’s original proof only for k = 1. Whether or not he concluded “k = 1 or
p” as we did here is unclear. Our argumentation follows a note of Liouville [Galois 1962, 492].
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2. The claim is that there exists an S ∈ G, such that Srµ = rν for two arbitrary roots
rµ, rν of g. Let Vµ and Vν be roots of m(x, rµ) and m(x, rν) respectively. Then (Vµ) and
(Vν) are permutations of rµ and rν respectively. Let S ∈ G be the substitution that maps
(Vµ) to (Vν).
Any other root of m(x, rµ) is contained in E = K [Vµ] and can therefore be written as
F(Vµ) for some F ∈ K [x]. Thus any other permutation ofrµ can bewritten as (F(Vµ)). But
S maps (F(Vµ)) to (F(Vν)). It therefore suff ces to show (F(Vν)) ∈ rν ; then Srµ = rν .
Since Vµ is a root of m(F(x), rµ)∈ K (rµ)[x],
m(x, rµ) | m(F(x), rµ) in K (rµ)[x]
by Lemma 1. Applying (3) to the coeff cients yields
m(x, rν) | m(F(x), rν) in K (rν)[x].
Therefore m(F(Vν), rν) = 0 and (F(Vν))∈ rν .
PROPOSITION III. THE´ORE`ME. Si l’e´quation en r est de la forme r p = A, et que les racines piemes de
l’unite´ se trouvent au nombre des quantite´s pre´ce´demment adjointes, les p groupes dont il est question
dans le the´ore`me II, jouiront de plus de cette proprie´te´, que les substitutions de lettres par lesquelles on
passe d’une permutation a` l’autre dans chaque groupe soient les meˆmes pour tous les groupes.
(If the equation in r has the form x p = A and the pth roots of unity are among the already adjoined
quantities, the p groups in question in Theorem 2 have the additional property that the substitutions of
letters, by which one passes from one permutation to the other in each group, are the same for each
group.)
Galois proves Proposition III by applying Proposition II to x p − A without saying any-
thing about irreducibility. The irreducibility of the auxiliary equationwas, however, essential
for the proof of Proposition II.
If K contains a pth root of unity, then every root of g = x p − A ∈ K [x] is a primitive
element of the splitting f eld L of g over K . This implies that every irreducible factor of g
has the same degree µ = #G(L/K ) (see the remark after the examples to Proposition 1).
Therefore µ | p, showing g is either irreducible or factorizes already over K . It is very
likely that Galois had this in mind but did not write it down.
PROPOSITION 3. Assume g in the situation of Proposition 2 is a pure equation x p − A ∈
K [x] and K contains a pth root of unity. Then the group of each rµ will be the same; i.e.,
the decomposition of  will be proper.
Proposition 3 of course states that G(E(r )/K (r )) is normal in G(E/K ) of index 1 or p.
Proof. If g factorizes over K , then the claim is trivial. Otherwise g is irreducible and
Proposition 2 can be applied. Since K (rµ) = L for every µ, the group of every table rµ in
(9) is the same, namely G(E L/L). The decomposition of  into 1, . . . , p will therefore
be proper.
PROPOSITION IV. THE´ORE`ME. Si l’on adjoint a` une e´quation la valeur nume´rique d’une certaine fonction
de ses racines, le groupe de l’e´quation s’abaissera de manie`re a` n’avoir plus d’autres permutations que
celles par lesquelles cette fonction est invariable.
(If one adjoins to an equation the numerical value of a certain function of its roots, then the group of
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the equation reduces in such a way, that it does not contain any permutation but those that leave this
function invariant.)
Galois’s proof is the remark that, by Proposition I, any element in the ground f eld remains
invariant under the permutations of the group.
PROPOSITION 4. For any θ ∈ E, the group G(E/K (θ )) consists of all substitutions S ∈
G(E/K ) that leave θ invariant.
Proof. Galois’s remark is the key: by Proposition 1 θ is invariant under each S ∈
G(E/K (θ )). Let, conversely, S ∈ G(E/K ) be a substitution such that Sθ = θ . Let m(x, θ ),
with m(x, y)∈ K [x, y], be the minimal polynomial of V over K (θ ). Then m(V, θ ) = 0
implies (using Proposition 1 again) m(SV, Sθ ) = m(SV, θ ) = 0. Therefore SV is a root of
m(x, θ ). Then G(E/K (θ )) contains the substitution that maps (V ) to (SV ). This is just S.
PROPOSITION V. PROBLE`ME. Dans quel cas une e´quation est–elle soluble par de simples radicaux?
(In which case is an equation solvable by simple radicals?)
Galois continues with unusually long and detailed explanations, which state:
PROPOSITION 5. The polynomial f is solvable by radicals if and only if G(E/K ) is
solvable.
Here a group is called solvable if there exists a descending chain of normal subgroups of
prime index. Galois’s explanations give the proof:
Proof. One may assume that G(E/K ) = {id}.
1. Let f be solvable by radicals. Then there exists a chain of f elds
K = K0 ⊂ K1 ⊂ · · · ⊂ KN−1 ⊂ KN = L , E ⊆ L , (11)
where Kµ+1 is obtained from Kµ by adjoining a root of a pure equation x pµ − Aµ ∈ Kµ[x]
(µ = 0, . . . , N − 1). The pµ can be taken to be primes.
The f rst step is to show that one may assume G(E/K ) = G(E K1/K1). By Proposition 1
E ⊂ L impliesG(E L/L) = {id}. ButG(E/K ) ={id}. Hence for someµ the two conditions
G(E/K ) = G(E Kµ/Kµ) but G(E/K ) = G(E Kµ+1/Kµ+1) hold. The f rst equality means
the Galois groups of f over K and of f over Kµ are identical. One may therefore assume
K = Kµ and G(E/K ) = G(E K1/K1).11
The inequality G(E/K ) = G(E K1/K1) means that there exists a root r1 of an equation
g1 = x p1 − A1 ∈ K [x] such that G(E/K ) = G(E(r1)/K (r1)). Choose g1 to be of minimal
(prime) degree p1 such that this inequality holds. Gauss shows in his Disqu.Arith. that a pth
root of unity α is obtained by extracting roots of degree <p (i.e., Q(α)/Q is solvable and
Q(α) : Q = p − 1 < p). Therefore, by the minimality of p1, G(E/K )= G(E(α1)/K (α1))
for any p1th root of unity α1. One can therefore assume α1 ∈ K .
By Proposition 3, G(E(r1)/K (r1)) is a normal subgroup of G(E/K ) of index p1. Viewed
as a polynomial over K (r1), f is solvable with Galois group G(E(r1)/K (r1)). The claim
now follows by induction.
11 Galois calls the extension f elds K1, . . . , Kµ “une simple pre´paration” (a simple preparation).
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2. This direction will only be sketched. Galois’s proof differs only little from modern
ones (For detailed discussions see, for example, [Serret 1854]).
Let G(E/K ) be solvable. Let K¯ be the extension of K obtained by adjoining all pth
roots of unity for p | #G(E/K ). Since G(E K¯/K¯ ) is a subgroup of G(E/K ) it is solvable.12
Therefore, since K¯/K is solvable by construction, one may as well assume K = K¯ .
Let N be a normal subgroup of G(E/K ) of prime index p and let K1 = E N be the f eld
of elements f xed by N . Then N (V ) is the set of conjugates of V over K1, and at least
one symmetric polynomial in these conjugates is not contained in K . Let this be θ0 ∈ K1.
Choose S ∈ G(E/K ) not contained in N and def ne θµ = Sµθ0, µ = 0, . . . , p − 1. One
can show that there exists at least one pth root of unity α such that
r = θ0 + αθ1 + α2θ2 + · · · + α p−1θp−1 ∈ E (12)
(Lagrange’s resolvent) is nonzero. Since Sµr = α−µr for µ ∈ Z, r p is invariant under
G(E/K ). Hence r p ∈ K by Proposition 1. On the other hand G(E/K (r )) = N , which
gives K1 = K (r ) by Proposition 4. Thus K1 is obtained from K by adjoining the root of a
pure equation.
Since N = G(E/K1) is solvable, it follows by induction that there exists a chain of f elds,
as in (11), where E = L . Thus f is solvable by radicals.
As an example, Galois shows the solvability ofS4
13 and remarks at the end:
L’on obtient ainsi soit la solution de Descartes, soit celle d’Euler.
(Thus one obtains the solution of Descartes and the one of Euler).
Finding the general principle behind the known methods of solving the general equation of
degree<5 was one of Lagrange’s main goals in his Re´flexions . . . . Galois remarks that this
is precisely what his theory does.
2.3. 1832. Proposition III
Let L be the splitting f eld of some polynomial over K . Lemma 3 states that there exists
a primitive element r of L/K . If the degree of the minimal polynomial g of r over K is
prime, Proposition 2 can be applied, and the proof of Proposition 3 shows that G(E L/L)
is a normal subgroup of G(E/K ). Galois recognized that this leads to a generalization of
Proposition 3:
1832. PROPOSITION III. THE´ORE`ME Si l’on adjoint a` une e´quation toutes les racines d’une e´quation aux-
iliaire, les groupes dont il est question dans le the´ore`me II jouiront de plus de cette proprie´te´ que les
substitutions sont les meˆmes dans chaque groupe.
(If one adjoins to an equation all roots of an auxiliary equation, then the groups in question in
Proposition 2 have the additional property that the substitutions of each group are the same).
Since the degree of g need not be a prime for arbitrary L , the proof requires a more general
version of Proposition II. Galois made some corrections in this direction. He canceled
12 It is clear that Galois knew that every subgroup of a solvable group is solvable, even though we could not
f nd the explicit statement in his notes.
13 Galois knew that every group of order <60 is solvable [Galois 1962, 175, 500] and thatA
m
is simple for
m > 4 [Galois 1962, 75]. No notes indicating a proof seem to have remained.
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“de degre´ premier” (of prime degree) and replaced “r, r ′, r ′′, . . . e´tant diverses valeurs de
r” (where r, r ′, r ′′, . . . are different values of r) in the f rst part of the proof by “d’autres
valeurs de r” (other values of r ). At the end he remarks: “Il y a quelque chose a` comple´ter
dans cette de´monstration” (This proof needs completion).
In the proof of Proposition 2, the following statements remain true without assuming
d = deg(g) to be prime: by (10) the table  is the union of the d tables rµ def ned
in (9). Still k · s = d , where s = G : Hµ and since K (rµ)= L for each µ, the group of
each µ is the same, namely G(E L/L). Two tables rµ and rν are conjugated—but
now some of them might be equal. In fact any given table is identic to k − 1 others.
One can therefore choose s roots r1, . . . , rs of g, such that  is the disjoint union of the
tables rµ, µ = 1, . . . , s. This is why Galois replaced “diverses” (different) by “d’autres”
(other).
3. APPLICATIONS
In the introduction to his f rst me´moire Galois remarks the second section Application
aux e´quations irre´ductibles de degre´ premier were just “une seule application” (one single
application) of his theory. It could for example also be applied to the “equations modulaires
de la the´orie des fonctions elliptiques” (modular equations in the theory of elliptic functions).
The aim of this last section is to give a survey of these other Applications. It is mostly
an overview of various fragments of Galois’s writings.
Galois summarized all of his results without proofs in his farewell letter to Chevalier,
his scientif c legacy. Many of these results had been published before, even then mostly
without any hint towards a proof. In some cases, sketches of proofs can be found in his
private notes, in other cases not even this.
The following list of selected papers and notes may be helpful. It can, however, only
serve as a guideline since there are many uncertainties. The pages refer to [Galois
1962].
May 1829. First version of the f rst me´moire Sur les conditions de re´solubilite´ des
e´quations par radicaux.‡
February 1830. Version of the f rst me´moire ‡(103–109).
April 1830. Analyse d’un Me´moire sur la re´solution alge´brigue des e´quations published
in Bulletin des science mathe´matiques des Ferrusac XIII, Sect. 138 (163–165).
June 1830.†The secondme´moireDes e´quations primitives qui sont solubles par radicaux
(129–147).
July 1830. Note sur la the´orie des nombres, published in Bulletin des Ferrusac (s.a.),
XIII, Sect. 218 (113–127).
1830.† The notes Sur la the´orie des permutations et des e´quations alge´briques
(73–87).
January 1831. Last version of the f rst me´moire (43–71).
September 1831. The third me´moire Sur les fonctions de la forme ∫ X dx, X e´tant une
fonction quelconque alge´brique de x ‡(187).
February 1832. Me´moire sur les e´quations modulaires des fonctions elliptiques‡
(153–161).
May 1832. Letter to Chevalier (173–185).
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A †marks an uncertain year; a ‡marks me´moires seemingly lost and where it is not clear
whether the remaining notes can be seen as fragments at all (see [Galois 1962, 31] and the
letter to Chevalier).
3.1. Application aux ´Equations Irre´ductibles de Degre´ Premier
This is the second and f nal part of the f rst me´moire, containing Propositions VI to VIII.
Galois’s proofs are remarkably detailed and differ little from the ones in modern literature.
Throughout this section, f is an irreducible polynomial of prime degree p def ned over a
f eld K of characteristic 0; E is its splitting f eld and G = G(E/K ).
In Proposition VI, Galois proves that f remains irreducible over any Galois extension
L/K of prime degree q = p. Therefore, if f is solvable by radicals, then the last root to
extract will be of degree p. In terms of group theory: every normal subgroup of the transitive
subgroup G ofSp is again transitive or trivial.
Proposition VII is the famous theorem whereupon f is solvable by radicals if and only
if G is similar to a subgroup of the group Ap = A(1, p) of all aff ne transformations α:
Fp → Fp,
α : k → ak + b,
a, b ∈ Fp,a = 0.Galois’s proofmaybe sketched as follows: IfG is solvable, then it contains
a subgroup N of order p by Proposition VI. This subgroup N can be identif ed with the
maps k → k + b, b ∈ Fp. Galois shows, that N is normal in G and Ap =NSp (N ), that is,
the normalizer of N inSp is Ap, which gives G ⊂ Ap. The other direction is trivial since
Ap is solvable.
Proposition VII, together with the example after Propostion I, proves in particular that
the general equation of degree ≥5 is not solvable by radicals.
The f rst me´moire ends with Proposition VIII:
THE´ORE`ME. Pour qu’une e´quation irre´ductible de degre´ premier soit soluble par radicaux, il faut et il
suff t que deux quelconques des racines e´tant connues, les autres s’en de´duisent rationnellement. [Galois
1962, 69]
(For an irreducible equation of prime degree to be solvable by radicals it is necessary and sufficient
that if two of its roots are known then the others can be rationally deduced from them.)
If f is solvable, G is a subgroup of Ap. Since the identity is the only linear transformation
f xing two different points, E = K (a, b) for two arbitrary roots a, b of f (using Proposition 3
and 4). Conversely, if E = K (a, b), p divides #G. Therefore G contains a subgroup N of
order p (see Sylow’s Theorem at the end of Section 1). Now conclude as in the proof of
Proposition VII.
Between Propositions VII and VIII Galois gives another criterion which he also mentions
at the end of the article Sur la the´orie des nombres. It seems not to be in themodern literature:
there exists a polynomial H f ∈ K [x, y] (depending on the coeff cients of f ), such that f
is solvable by radicals if and only if H f , considered as a polynomial in y over K (x), has a
zero in K [x]. For a proof see [Radloff 1996].
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3.2. Des ´Equations Primitives Qui Sont Solubles par Radicaux
In Section VII of the Disqu.Arith., Gauss shows that the roots of the pth cyclotomic
polynomial
X (x) = x
p − 1
x − 1 ∈ Q[x], p prime,
(see (2) in Section 2.1) can be arranged in blocks such that the roots in each block form an
equation, whose coeff cients depend on auxiliary equations of lower degree. Therefore X
can be solved by solving these auxiliary equations and the equations for each block.
Consider the case p = 5. Then X has the four roots r, r2, r3, r4, where r is a primitive
5th root of unity. The blocks are
r, r4 and r2, r3.
The roots in the f rst block form the equation (x − r )(x − r4) = x2 − (r + r4)x + 1. The
coeff cient r + r4 is obtained by solving the quadratic auxiliary equation (x − (r + r4))(x −
(r2 + r3)) = x2 + x − 1.
Galois recognized that the point behind this is a special property of the Galois group of
X : it interchanges the roots of X blockwise. The “me´thode de M. Gauss” (Gauss’s method)
can be applied to any equation were this is the case reducing the problem of solving the
starting equation to the problem of solving the auxiliary equations and the block equations
of lower degree. One is therefore lead to equations and groups, where Gauss’s method fails.
Such groups are called primitive.14
Galois published several notes on primitive solvable groups and a few pages of an un-
f nished me´moire Des e´quations primitives qui sont solubles par radicaux, the second
me´moire, have remained. In his farewell letter to Chevalier he summarizes:
1. Pour qu’une e´quation primitive soit soluble par radicaux, elle doit eˆtre du degre´ pν , p e´tant premier.
2. Toutes les permutations d’une pareille e´quation sont de la forme
(xk,l,m,..., xak+bl+cm+···+ f,a1k+b1l+c1m+···+g,...)
k, l, m, . . . e´tant ν indices qui prenant chacun p valeurs indiquent toutes les racines. Les indices sont
pris suivant module p, c’est–a`–dire que la racine sera la meˆme quand on ajoutera a` l’un des indices un
multiple de p.
Le groupe qu’on obtient en ope´rant toutes les substitutions de cette forme line´aire, contient en tout
pν (pν − 1)(pν − p) · · · (pν − pν−1)
permutations. [Galois 1962, 177]
(1. A primitive equation can only be solvable by radicals if the degree equals pν , p prime. 2. All
permutations of such an equation have the form [see above] where k, l, m, . . . are ν indices taking p
values indicating all the roots. The indices are to be taken mod p, i.e., the root will be the same if one
adds some multiple of p to any index. The group obtained by applying all these substitutions consists
of [see above] permutations.)
14 A (transitive) subgroup G ⊂ Sm is called imprimitive if there exists a nontrivial subset  of the letters such
that S ∩  = ∅ or  for all S ∈ G. Otherwise G is called primitive.
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Let G be a solvable (transitive) primitive subgroup of Sm . Galois’s f rst statement is that
the degree m must be a prime power pν , which was already claimed by Abel in 1829 in
Abhandlung u¨ber eine besondere Klasse. [Abel 1881 I, 479; Radloff 1998]. An interesting
combinatorial proof by Galois can be found in the f rst part of the second me´moire. The
second statement is that G will be similar to a subgroup of A(ν, p), the group of all aff ne
vector space maps α : V → V on the Fp-vector space V =Fνp where
α : v → Av + b,
A a regular ν × ν Fp-matrix and b ∈ V . This is a generalization of Proposition VII of the
f rst me´moire, since every transitive group of prime degree is primitive and in fact the proof
is quite similar. However, no proof of Galois seems to have remained. All these results can
be found under Galois’s name in [Huppert 1967/1982, Sect. II, 3.2. Satz and 3.5. Satz].
Since not every subgroup of A(ν, p) is solvable, Galois tried to describe G even more
precisely. The last, unf nished part of the second me´moire, entitled Des e´quations prim-
itives de degre´ p2, is a f rst step in this direction in the case ν = 2. Remarkably, even if
Galois’s def nition of primitivity [Galois 1962, 79] matches exactly the modern one, some
of his arguments in this part do not work without the stronger assumption that G is 2-fold
transitive.
If G is a 2-fold transitive solvable subgroup of A(2, p), then the isotropy group of the
zero vector 0V ∈ V gives rise to a transitive solvable subgroup of PGL(2, p). This group
will be important in the next section. In Des e´quations primitives de degre´ p2 Galois shows
that G cannot contain an element of order p if p = 3. Then the me´moire abruptly ends with
a question:
Peut-il y en avoir de l’ordre p − 1? C’est ce que je vais rechercher. [Galois 1962, 147]
(Can there be any of order p − 1? That’s what I’m going to investigate.)
A short remark at the end of the article Sur la the´orie des nombres shows that Galois not
only found the answer to this question. He was able to determine the structure of 2-fold
transitive solvable groups, even in the case ν = 2, almost completely. It is in this article
where Galois introduces the f nite f elds—Galois f elds—Fpν . At the end he claims that
every primitive solvable group G of degree pν is similar to a subgroup of the group SL(pν)
of all semilinear maps on Fpν , i.e., of all maps α: Fpν → Fpν ,
α : k → akσ + b,
where a, b ∈ Fpν , a = 0 and σ ∈ G(Fpν /Fp).15 He excludes the cases pν = 32, 52. It is
clear that Galois again made the assumption of 2-fold transitivity.
A theorem of Huppert from 1957 states: every 2-fold transitive solvable group of degree
pν is similar to a subgroup of SL(pν) unless pν = 32, 52, 72, 112, 232 or 34 ([Huppert
1967/1982, Sect. XII, 7.3. Satz]. Huppert gives counterexamples for the exceptional cases).
It is a deep result. Whether or not Galois really had a proof of this or parts of this theorem
remains open. It is, however, not diff cult to complete Galois’s unf nished Des e´quations
primitives de degre´ p2 to get a proof at least in the case ν = 2. The f rst step is to answer
15 Galois remarks that this was how he came to f nite f elds.
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Galois’s concluding question quoted above. The answer turns out to be “Yes, such an element
may exist.” It corresponds, in the nonexceptional case p = 3, 5, 7, 11, 23, to the generator
of G(Fp2/Fp).
In the short published note Analyse d’un Me´moire . . . Galois claims:
A part les cas mentionne´s ci-dessus, pour qu’une e´quation primitive du degre´ pν soit re´soluble par radi-
caux, il faut que, deux quelconques de ses racines e´tant connues, les autres s’en de´duisent rationellement.
[Galois 1962, 163]
(Except for the cases mentioned below, it is necessary, for a primitive equation of degree pν to be
solvable by radicals, that if two of the roots are known, then the others can be deduced rationally.)
He excludes some degrees pν . In his farewell letter he remarks that this criterion is too
strong: “il y a peu d’exceptions, mais il y en a” (there are few exceptions but there are
some). What he means remains unclear. The group SL(pν), ν > 1, is a primitive, solvable
group where the isotropy group of two points is not trivial.
3.3. Sur les ´Equations Modulaires des Fonctions Elliptiques
The following results concerning the modular equation are taken from Galois’s farewell
letter to Chevalier, where they are stated without proofs. In this letter Galois identif es them
as part of his second me´moire and, in fact, some of them can be found there. In other notes,
he mentions a me´moire with the above title, called the fourth me´moire in the list, which
seems to be lost except for perhaps fragments.
Themodular equationwas introduced by C. J. Jacobi (1804–1851) in 1828 in his Notices
sur les fonctions elliptiques [Jacobi 1828]; it has to do with elliptic integrals andmodularity.
In the same volume of Crelle, Abel’s Transformation des fonctions elliptiques [Abel 1828]
appeared. It contains essentially the same result, but only Jacobi used the name “equation
modulaire” (modular equation) (for example [Crelle Journal 1828, 308]). We will brief y
explain the def nition (see [McKean & Moll 1997] for details).
An integral of the form
∫ dx√
X
, (13)
where X is a square free polynomial of degree 3 or 4, is called elliptic.16 Integrals such as
(13) arise in the rectif cation of the ellipse, hence the name. Assume X is a quartic. Then a
linear change of coordinates transforms X into Jacobi form:
dx√
X
= dx√
(1 − x2)(1 − k2x2)
.
The number k is called the modulus of X .
Jacobi and independently Abel made the remarkable discovery that the inverse function
ϕ of the integral, i.e., the function reducing dx√
X
to 1 through substitution, is doubly periodic
in one complex variable z. In other words ϕ is elliptic and comes with a complete lattice
16 The integral should be def ned on the associated Riemannian surface.
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 = Zω1 + Zω2 ⊂ C, such that ϕ(z) = ϕ(z + ω) for ω ∈ . The periods ω1 and ω2 are
obtained as values of the integral along certain paths. After multiplying (13) with±ω−11 we
may assume
 = τ =Z+ Zτ for some τ ∈ H= {z ∈ C | m z > 0}.
It turns out that, conversely, any such lattice τ or rather any τ ∈ H gives rise to an elliptic
integral. The modulus k can therefore be viewed as a function of τ def ned on the upper
half plane H
k = k(τ ).
The group = SL2(Z) of all 2× 2matrices overZwith determinant 1 acts onH bymapping
z → az + b
cz + d , ad − bc = 1,
a, b, c, d ∈ Z. If τ and τ ′ are conjugated under this action, then the associated elliptic
integrals are essentially the same. The associated Jacobi forms lead to certain transformation
formulas for k.
Jacobi saw that these formulas def ne an algebraic equation, the modular equation, re-
lating u = 4√k(τ ) and v = 4√k(pτ ) (p an odd prime). Jacobi gives the examples
u4 − v4 − 2uv(1 − u2v2) = 0, p = 3
u6 − v6 + 5u2v2(u2 − v2) − 4uv(1 − u4v4) = 0, p = 5.
Today, the modular equation is usually def ned slightly differently using the j-invariant
from the theory of elliptic curves rather than the theta function k. The modular equation
determines the cover
X0(p) = 0(p)\H∗ → X0(1) = \H∗  P1(C);
it is an irreducible symmetric polynomial Fp ∈ Z[u, v] in two variables of degree p + 1
def ned over Z.
Galois was interested in the question of whether the modular equation (as a polynomial
in C(v)[u]) is solvable by radicals. The def nition of the modular equation suggests that
the associated Galois group G has something to do with SL2(Z). In fact, G turns out to
be isomorphic to the special projective group P SL(2, p) of all even maps of the projective
space P1(Fp) over Fp. Identify P1(Fp) = F¯p = Fp ∪ {∞}. Then P SL(2, p) consists of all
α : F¯p → F¯p mapping
k → ak + b
ck + d , ad − bc = 1, (14)
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a, b, c, d ∈ Fp. Since P SL(2, 3) S4 is solvable, F3 is solvable by radicals and it remains
to consider the case p = 3.
In his farewell letter Galois remarks that P SL(2, p) is a simple group for p = 3 of order
(p + 1)p(p − 1). If P SL(2, p) is simple, it cannot be solvable, since the order is not prime;
i.e., Fp is not solvable by radicals. A proof of the fact that P SL(2, p) is not solvable for
p = 3 can be found in the fragments of the second me´moire.
Galois went further. Even if Fp is not solvable, there might exist a “resolvent equation”
of lower degree, i.e., a polynomial g ∈ K [x] of degree <p + 1, such that the roots of g
generate the splitting f eld of Fp:
Mais il est curieux de savoir si le degre´ peut s’abaisser. Et d’abord il ne peut s’abaisser plus bas que
p, puisque une e´quation de degre´ moindre que p, ne peut avoir p pour facteur dans le nombre des
permutations de son groupe. Voyons donc si l’e´quation de degre´ p + 1, dont les racines xk s’indiquent
en donnant a` k toutes les valeures y compris l’inf ni et dont le groupe a pour substitutions
xk , x ak+b
ck+d
, ad − bc e´tant un carre´,
peut s’abaisser au degre´ p. [Galois 1962, 179]
(But it may be interesting to know, whether the degree can be reduced. First of all, the degree cannot be
reduced below p since an equation of degree smaller than p cannot have p as a factor in the number
of permutations in the group. So let us see whether or not the equation of degree p + 1, whose roots
xk are obtained by giving k all values, including ∞, and whose group consists of all substitutions [see
above], might be reduced to degree p).
In otherwordsGalois studied the question of inwhich cases P SL(2, p) could be realized as a
transitive subgroup ofSm for somem < p + 1. Since, in this case, the order #P SL(2, p) =
(p − 1)p(p + 1) divides m!, the only possible choice for m is m = p. Again, only the case
p = 3 is of interest. Then P SL(2, p) is simple and a simple group acts faithfully and
transitively on a set of order m if and only if it contains a subgroup of index m. For p = 5, 7
and 11, Galois explicitly specif es subgroups of P SL(2, p) of index m = p. He remarks
that these were the only cases where such subgroups existed:
Ainsi pour le cas de p = 5, 7, 11, l’e´quation modulaire s’abaisse au degre´ p. En toute rigueur, cette
re´duction n’est pas possible dans les cas plus e´leve´s. [Galois 1962, 181]
(So in the cases p = 5, 7, 11, the modular equation reduces to degree p. This reduction is not possible
for higher degrees.)
Almost all of these results can be found under Galois’s name in [Huppert 1967/1982,
Sect. II 6.2. Hilfssatz, 6.13. Hauptsatz, and 8.28 Satz].
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